
RIDING A BIKE – FOR PLEASURE AND HEALTH 
 

 

 
 

 

September 20, 2019, Prishtina 

Pursuant to the schedule of weekly activities within the framework of the European 

Mobility Week, Friday was reserved for the "Riding a bike – for pleasure and health" 

activity. This activity of riding bicycles began at 12.00 in the Zahir Pajaziti Square where 

Muhedin Nushi, deputy Mayer of Prishtina Municipality, was also present. 
 

 

In addition to the organizers, representatives from the Municipality of Prishtina, Tempulli 

College, AMRKS and fans of hiking and cycling, participants included also junior high 

school students of “Qamil Batalli”, who proved their technical skills in cycling. The 

polygon along with the simulation of roads, crossroads and traffic signs were set up 

specifically for marking this activity by AMRKS. 

 

TEMPULLI COLLEGE HOSTED THE ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION ON "WALKING, 

CYCLING AND PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION" 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

September 18, 2019, Prishtina 

On Wednesday, 18 September 2019, on the third day of the celebration of the European 

Mobility Week organized by the Municipality of Prishtina, Tempulli College hosted a 

discussion on "Walking, cycling and public transportation". This roundtable brought 

together professors from Tempulli College, Pristina municipality officials and other 

bicycle activists. 

The table was opened by Mr. Krasniqi from Tempulli College, who stressed the necessity 

of creating a safe and efficient system for pedestrians and cyclists with the aim that their 



movement, in addition to being a practical and enjoyable form of travel, will also impact 

the balance of urban transportation in the city. Every day we encounter problems and 

concerns about pedestrian safety on the road. Walking and cycling tracks, specifically the 

existing infrastructure, does not sufficiently encourage citizens to either walk or use 

bicycles. 

Other participants in the discussion talked about this week's activities with a particular 

focus on promoting walking as a healthier and more preferable alternative to using cars 

for short trips. 

4TH NATIONAL SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE "ROAD SAFETY AND ROAD USERS 

IN ALBANIA" 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Tirana, 23 May 2019 

Tempulli College Professors presented three scientific papers at the 4th National 

Conference "Road Safety and Road Users in Albania", which was held in Tirana at the 

premises of the Albanian Security Academy. 
 

 

This conference brought together representatives of institutions from Albania and 

Kosovo  and  representatives  of international institutions  operating in  Albania.  In  a 

greeting speech to the Conference, representatives of the Albanian Ministry of Interior, 

the Albanian Parliament, the Police Directorates of Albania and Kosovo, the World Health 

Organization Representative in Albania, the Kosovo Academy for Public Safety, 

professors, assistants and heads of higher educational institutions in Albania and Kosovo. 
 

 

The scientific papers of the professors from Kosovo, specifically from Tempulli College, 

were highly praised by the organizers and the broader audience. It was a pleasure that, 

apart from the professors of Tempulli College, this conference was also attended by some 

former graduate students of Tempulli College who are now engaged in professional work 

in the field of traffic and transportation. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 

 
7th EDITION OF THE ACTIVITY "ROAD SAFETY" 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

15 April 2019 – 10 May 2019 

College Tempulli and the Kosovo Association of Motorization "AMRKS" in cooperation 

with the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology and the support of partners from 

the Kosovo Forum for Road Safety organized the seventh edition of the activity "Road 

Safety". 

The activities developed for seven-year now under this project have yielded fruit in terms 

of education and awareness of road safety students, while also helping to increase 

students' knowledge on traffic rules and signs. 

This year, MEST has decided that part of this edition will be the schools from the following 

municipalities: Drenas, Dragash, Istog, Klinë, Fushë Kosovë, Mitrovica, Lipjan, Obiliq, 

Podujeva, Prishtina, Vushtrri and Ferizaj. 

Agenda: 

15 April - 19 April 2019: Theoretical part 

The working groups visited the selected participating schools, where lectures were held 

about the culture of behavior in traffic. 

May 10, 2019: Practical part - "Zahir Pajaziti" Square in Prishtina 

Each of the schools was represented by three students from grades 6, 7 and 8. Competing 

students demonstrated their knowledge in recognizing traffic signs and rules as well as 

technical skills in bicycle riding. Upon analyzing the results of the students, the 

champions of this edition were also announced. 

In addition to bicycling, the agenda of this day also included activities in support of the 

5th UN Global Road Safety Week and the SaveLIVES #SpeakUp campaign, as well as a 

number of fun activities for the public. 

 

ACTIVITIES IN KOSOVO SUPPORTING THE 5TH UN GLOBAL ROAD SAFETY WEEK 



 
 

 

6-10 May 2019 

Requested by the United Nations General Assembly, the Fifth United Nations Global Road 

Safety Week was held from 6-12 May 2019. This Week was focused on leadership for road 

safety. It is widely acknowledged that stronger leadership for road safety is needed to 

achieve the Global Goals. Therefore it launches action through the ongoing campaign: 

Save Lives - #SpeakUp. 

The activities for marking the Fifth United Nations Global Road Safety Week in Kosovo 

have been organized by College Tempulli and Kosovo Association of Motorization “AMRKS” with the support by Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport, Kosovo Police 

and Kosovo Forum for Road Safety. 

Agenda: 

6 May 2019 - Overview of activities within the Fifth United Nations Global Road Safety 

Week and launch of six road safety campaigns. 

7 May 2019 - Online distribution of the questionnaire in order to get citizens' opinion 

about the factors that can contribute to improving the current road safety situation. 

8 May 2019 - Roundtable: # SpeakUp - Everyone can be a leader for road safety. 

10 May 2019 - The Central Manifestation of the seventh edition  of  the activity “Road 

Safety”, where elementary and lower secondary school students from different 

municipalities of Kosovo compete with bicycles, intendetd to test students' technical 

skills in driving bicycles. 
 

 

THE SUSTAINABLE URBAN MOBILITY PLANNING OF PRISHTINA 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Prishtina, 9 November 2018 

The College Tempulli for many years now is contributing through various forms to many 

projects and activities within its professional and scientific activity in the traffic, 

transport and road safety engineering, both at local and central level. The individual and 



institutional work and contribution of the College Tempulli is being assessed more every 

single day in the country. Today, the Mayor of Prishtina, Mr Shpend Ahmeti rewarded 

with a certificate of gratitude the Prof. Dr. Muhamed Krasniqi, the Director of the College 

Tempulli, for his contribution as a member of the Steering Council of the Sustainable 

Mobility Plan of Prishtina. 

Professor Krasniqi said that the College Tempulli is ready to help the capital city in terms 

of traffic circulation regulation, traffic planning and design as well as other professional 

aspects that increase the security of the road circulation. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
ONE STEP FURTHER TOWARDS INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION 

 

    

 

Prishtina, 2 November 2018 

The College Tempulli, since its establishment, has continuously had institutional 

cooperation in many activities with the Ministry in charge of transport. Tempulli College 

signed the first Cooperation Agreement with the Ministry in 2006. Over the years, several 

training programs have been developed within the framework of existing agreements in 

accordance with the amendment and supplementation of the relevant legislation. 

The meeting was held in the Cabinet of the Minister Pal Lekaj. During the meeting, the 

developments in road traffic and road transport were jointly reviewed by means of a 

professional conversation in order to address the problems faced by road users. 

At the end of the meeting, Prof. Dr. Muhamed Krasniqi showed his gratitude to Minister 

Lekaj for his willingness and dedication to implement institutional arrangements in 

providing professional services for greater road safety. 
 

 

LAUNCH OF “FOCUS ON DRIVING” CAMPAIGN 

 

 



    

 

Prishtina, 1 November 2018 

Today's conference organized by the Kosovo Police on the launch of the “FOCUS ON 

DRIVING” campaign, in addition to the Deputy Minister of Infrastructure, Senior Police 

Officers and other organizations, was also attended by the Director of College Tempulli, 

Prof. Dr. Muhamed Krasniqi. In his speech for the media, Professor Krasnqi, among 

others, urged to investigate even the most detailed and smallest factors that led to traffic 

accidents classified as “self-accidents”. 
This action should be taken particularly due to the fact that the injured, i.e. the victims, in 

these cases are the most productive age of the society, from 20 to 35 years of age. 
 

 

INFORMATION DAY FOR DRIVING INSTRUCTORS 

 

  
 

Prishtina, 27 October 2018 

 

Today at College Tempulli was held an Information Day with candidates enrolled in 

Driving Instructor education. During this meeting, the trainees were informed of the 

teaching staff, the trainers, the theoretical and practical part of the modules/subjects, the 

education dynamics of this training program accredited by the National Qualifications 

Authority. The College  Tempulli developed this national standard according to the 

National Qualifications Framework. 
 

This is the 20th group of instructors, while the first group was 12 years ago. The College 

Tempulli, as the only institution accredited in the country for this education, is ending the 

two-year wait for the candidates interested to be qualified as driving instructors in our 

country. 

 

College “Tempulli” has become a member of the European Federation of Road 

Traffic Victims – FEVR 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Barcelona, 28-30 September 2018 

The European Federation of Road Traffic Victims - FEVR is a Non-governmental 

organization which has over 25 years tradition and the purpose of its work is provision 

of support and assistance to road traffic victims, as well as conduction of various 

campaigns with the aim to reduce the risk and damages from accidents of the road traffic. 

Membership of the college “Tempulli” in FEVR has already been approved in the annual 

Board meeting of this organization held on 28-30 September 2018 in Barcelona, Spain. 

Although support and engagement of our partners did not lack, due to the political 

circumstances we have with the state of Spain, the attendance of representatives from 

the college "Tempulli" was impossible. 

Since 2015, the college "Tempulli" has supported the campaign designed by FEVR, the 

World Day of Remembrance for Road Traffic Victims through the conduction of weekly 

activities commemorating all those who have lost their lives in traffic accidents. 

Membership in FEVR opens opportunities for further enhancement of international 

cooperation with specialized institutions and organizations that continuously carry out 

awareness campaigns to improve road safety.  

 

EUROPEAN DAY WITHOUT A ROAD DEATH MARKED FOR THE SECOND TIME IN 

KOSOVO 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prishtina, 21 September 2018 

According to official data from Kosovo Police only during August of this year, there were 

1450 accidents, of which 9 have been fatal. 

Thanks to the joint work of our institutions dealing with road safety issues, the trend of 

the number of accidents has begun to decrease. Compared to last year this year, road 

safety marks a slight increase, with fewer accidents in all categories. 



In order to further promote the security increase on the roads, College "Tempulli" and 

the Motoring Association of Kosovo "AMRKS" with the support of the Kosovo German 

Chamber of Commerce "OEGJK" through a round table discussion for the second time 

Kosovo marked the European Day without road death. 

The European Day without road death was launched for the first time in 2016 by the 

TISPOL- European Traffic Police Network and since then supported by the European 

Commission. The main purpose of this initiative is that no person should die on the roads 

Europe during this day. 

At the opening of the table also participated the Minister of Infrastructure Mr. Pal Lekaj.  

He said “A Task Force for Traffic Safety has already been established with experts from 

the Ministry and the external experts of the relevant fields. After the end of this 

committee's work we will come up with recommendations to provide concrete 

solutions regarding the reduction of the number of traffic accidents. Whereas, according 

to our ministry reports, I can say that there are positive signs of accidents reduction 

compared to the last year. " 

The Director of College “Tempulli” Mr. Muhamed Krasniqi emphasized that during the 

summer months we had an aggravated road safety situation which was not only worrying 

but alarming, with a number of casualty and injured road accidents. According to him, 

looking at all categories of accidents, thanks to the joint commitment of our institutions 

dealing with road safety issues, the trend of the number of accidents has begun to 

decrease. Compared with last year, this year road safety marks a slight increase, with 

fewer accidents of all categories, and consequently the coercive measures taken by the 

Ministry of Interior, MI and Kosovo Police are yielding results on the ground. 

The roundtable brought together representatives from local institutions and actors 

dealing with road safety and transport issues in the country, among others, issues such 

as: • The role of governmental institutions and concrete measures to reduce the 

number of accidents in Kosovo's roads; • Institution activities and action plans developed during this year as well as the 

impact of other institutions in the preparation and education of new generations 

ready to contribute to the management of traffic; • Road Safety - Coordination of awareness activities and challenges in road traffic 

related to the technical condition of vehicles on the Kosovo roads. 

Representatives from Kosovo Police, Council for road traffic safety , OSCE, College 

Tempulli, Kosovo Insurance Bureau, AMRKS and Auto Kaçandolli contributed at this table 

with their knowledge and experience. 

 

CALL FOR INCREASED CAUTION DURING THE ROAD MOVEMENT WITH THE 

START OF NEW SCHOOL YEAR 

 



 

 

Prishtina, 1 September 2018 

Kosovo continues to be hit by the phenomenon of large numbers of accidents. Similarly, 

as with other years (especially during the summer months), as a result of numerous 

traffic accidents, the safety of the citizens' movement on the streets of the country has 

significantly decreased. 

Nowadays the road movement of each participant is a challenge in itself that citizens are 

facing every day. Similarly, with the start of the new school year, the traffic becomes 

denser and consequently even more unsafe for children. 

Just like the last year, this year as well, the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology 

together with the College of Applied Technical Sciences Tempulli, the Kosovo Road Safety 

Forum and the Kosovo Association of motorization AMRKS, call on all traffic participants 

for increased caution during the road movement. 

This call for increased road safety addresses all motor vehicle drivers to be vigilant and 

to comply with the rules and traffic signs. 

In school environments, added caution should be taken to increase child safety on their 

way from home to school and vice versa. Added caution and attention is required from 

the children when crossing the street and their moving into groups. 

Parents are instructed to park their vehicles away from school and to walk to the school, 

otherwise, besides blocking the roads in the vicinity of schools, they inadvertently 

jeopardize pupil safety.  
 

 

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION "ANALYSIS OF THE SAFETY SITUATION IN 

KOSOVO ROADS" 
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 August 2018 

A roundtable discussion was held at "Tempulli" College on "Analysis of the safety 

situation in Kosovo roads", aimed at checking the role of institutions in increasing traffic 



safety and undertaking concrete measures in order to improve the situation of safe 

circulation on the roads of the country. 

The roundtable was also attended by the Minister of Internal Affairs, Bejtush Gashi, who 

initially thanked the organizers for the roundtable, considering that this also helps 

directly the framework of the public communication policies through raising the 

awareness of the participants in road traffic. 

"As Minister of Internal Affairs, I would like to express my concern about the current state 

of road traffic safety, by referring to the number of road traffic accidents, including a 

significant number of fatal accidents", stated Minister Gashi. 

On this occasion, Minister Gashi pointed out that in order to prevent road traffic accidents 

and increase safety in road traffic, Kosovo Police has carried out many activities aimed at 

preventing traffic accidents. “Referring to the current situation on traffic accidents and their consequences, the 

Ministry of Internal Affairs through the Kosovo Police has undertaken serious additional 

measures with the aim of improving the safety level, preventing traffic accidents and 

enforcing law in function of road traffic management and control. To this end, the Kosovo 

Police, as of 24 July 2018, has established the "TASK FORCE" for prevention of accidents 

in road traffic”, stated Minister Gashi. 

Lastly, Minister Gashi stated that the issue of safety in traffic is quite complex and as such 

requires inter-institutional treatment. Therefore, he highly appreciated the work of all 

institutions that are contributing to increased traffic safety. Mr Gashi stated that the MIA 

will remain committed to contribute at increasing the safety of citizens in road traffic, 

working closely with all competent and responsible institutional partners in this field. 

Being aware of the numerous accidents, all the roundtable participants assessed that they 

should come up with concrete steps in order to reduce the number of traffic accidents. 

 

COLLEGE TEMPULLI JOINS THE GERMAN-KOSOVO CHAMBER OF 

COMMERCE (GKCC) 
 

 
 

Prishtinë, April 17, 2018 

The German-Kosovo Chamber of Commerce was established on April 17, 2012 and since 

then it has steadily increased its operational capabilities, demonstrating responsibility 

for tasks that belong to it. Membership in GKCC for Tempulli College represents a 

further step in expanding the cooperation. This membership is of great importance for 

Tempulli College's activities because it provides the possibility of establishing new 

contacts and encouraging cooperation with German institutions and organizations, and 

consequently the acquisition of the German work culture and model. 



The Management of the Tempulli College recently participated in the regular proceedings 

of the Assembly of the German-Kosovo Chamber of Commerce.  
 

THE WINNING SCHOOLS OF KOSOVO IN THE SIXTH EDITION OF THE ACTIVITY 

“ROAD SAFETY” 
 

 

 

 

Prishtina, 18 May 2018 

For the six time in Kosovo were held the Republican Races “Road Safety”. In this activity 

participated  16  primary  and  lower  secondary  schools  from  the  Municipalities  of 

Prishtina, Ferizaj, Drenas, Peja and Klina with three pupils from grades 6, 7 and 8. 

Competing pupils demonstrated their knowledge in recognizing signs and traffic rules 

through technical skills in bicycle riding. 

At the opening of this activity participated the deputy Minister of Infrastructure Mr. Idriz 

Selimaj, deputy Minister of Internal Affairs Mr. Izmi Zeka, Deputy. Commander of the 

Kosovo Security Force General Enver Cikaqi, Deputy Mayor of Prishtina Mr. Selim Pacolli, 

Lieutenant Colonel Samedin Mehmeti and Major Jeton Rexhepi, Director of Directorate of 

Education in the Municipality of Prishtina Mr. Jonuz Salihaj, President of the Olympic 

Committee of Kosovo Mr.Besim Hasani, members of Kosovo Road Safety Forum and 

representative from the Italian Embassy in Kosovo. 

Whereas after analysing pupils' result, were announced the Kosovo champions in the 

Sixth Edition of the School Magazine "Road Safety". 

This activity was organized by the College of Applied Technical Science "Tempulli" and 

Kosovo Association of Motorization "AMRKS" in cooperation with the Ministry of 

Education, Science and Technology, Ministry of Infrastructure and with support from 

Kosovo Police, Kosovo Road Safety Forum, Municipality of Prishtina, Emergency 

Medicine Centre - Prishtina, Fire Brigade and Radio Television of Kosovo.



 

 

 

 

 

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE "MODERN ROAD TRANSPORT AND 

BUSINESS LOGISTICS" 
 

 

 

 

Budva, Montenegro 14-15 May 2018 

A two day conference "Modern Road Transport and Business Logistics" organized by the 

Chamber of Commerce of Montenegro, Ministry of Transport and Maritime Affairs of 

Montenegro, IRU Academy and Faculty of Machinery (mechanical engineering) from the 

University of Podgorica, was organized in Budva, Montenegro for two days in a row. 

In addition to interesting presentations during this conference, this event was also a good 

opportunity for expanding the cooperation between Tempulli College and various 

institutions from the region. 

In this spirit, several preliminary meetings were held with representatives of institutions 

and training centres from Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Turkey. 

On the second day of the conference, the IRU Academy has also organized a workshop 

with its accredited centres from the region. 

The conference was attended by around 200 participants, including members of the 

government of Montenegro, Chamber of Commerce of Montenegro, officials from the IRU 

Academy, representatives of chambers of commerce, transport associations, 

international financial institutions, university professors, accredited training centres in 

the region, important companies engaged in passenger and freight transportation, 

logistic services, etc. 

Except Tempulli College from Kosovo, this conference was also attended by the Ministry 

of Infrastructure, Transport and Forwarding Operators.



SIXTH EDITION OF THE TRADITIONAL ACTIVITY “ROAD SAFETY” - 
THEORETICAL PART 

 

 

 

 

24 – 27 April 2018 

This year, the College of Applied Technical Sciences “Tempulli” and Kosovo Association 

OF Motorization “ARMKS”, in cooperation with the Ministry of Education, Science and 

Technology and support of the Kosovo Road Safety Forum, organize for the sixth time the 

Traditional Activity “Road Safety”, which includes primary and secondary schools from 

various municipalities of Kosovo, as selected by MEST. 

This year, a total of 16 schools from 5 municipalities participated: 

Theoretical part of this edition commenced on 24 April 2018 and ended on 27 April 2018. 

During this week, the working groups visited schools selected by MEST and distributed 

colouring books “How to move safely on the road” and tests developed by traffic 

experts for evaluating knowledge of pupils with regards to the traffic rules and signs to 

pupils of grades 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. 

On Friday, Deputy Minister of Infrastructure, Mr. Idriz Selimaj, Officer within Ministry of 

Education, Science and Technology, Mrs. Fatime Jasiqi, and Director of College “Tempulli”, 
Mr. Muhamed Krasniqi, joined the Working Group in the school “Nazim Gafurri”.  

 

 

THIRD NATIONAL CONFERENCE "CAUSES OF TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS FROM THE 

PERSPECTIVE OF STUDENTS" 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prishtina, 28 September 2017 

In the light of continued efforts to increase the safety of the movement of students in the 

country's schools through various activities, the College of Applied Technical Sciences 



Tempulli and Kosovo Association of Motorization “AMRKS” organized the Third National 

Conference "Causes of Traffic Accidents from the Perspective of Students". 

In this conference, apart from the presentations by the representatives of the Road 

Transport Safety Council; Ministry of Education, Science and Technology; Tempulli 

College; AMRKS, the Kosovo Forum for Road Safety, there were also published the results 

of the research with the same topic, which was developed during the spring of this year 

with 3691 students of grades 11 and 12 of 23 high schools, from 10 different 

municipalities of the Republic of Kosovo. 

According to the director of "Tempulli" College, Mr. Muhammad Krasniqi, through this 

awareness research there have been efforts to make the students aware of the existence 

of rules to be followed when leaving the house in order for them not to be endangered on 

the road. 

Meanwhile, the Director of the Council for Safety on Road Traffic at the Ministry of 

Infrastructure, Mr. Burim Krasniqi said that the human factor is seen as the main cause 

of fatality accidents. 

According to Mrs. Fatime Jasiqi from the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology, 

this research done in primary and secondary schools for identifying the causes of traffic 

accidents, can also serve as a guide to many educational institutions for the fact that there 

is a lack of information on road safety.  

 

KOSOVO MARKS THE EUROPEAN DAY WITHOUT A ROAD DEATH 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prishtina, 21 September 2017 

This  year,  our  country became  part  of the  most  European  countries,  marking the 

European Day without a road death, as well. The College of Applied Technical Sciences 

Tempulli and Kosovo Association of Motorization “AMRKS” organised a roundtable with 

representatives from the Ministry for the Kosovo Security Forces, Kosovo Police, Fire 

Brigade, Centre of Emergency Medicine, Kosovo Forum for road safety, traffic experts, etc. 

The roundtable brought together for discussion the representatives from local 

institutions and actors dealing with road safety and transport issues in the country, 

whereby among others were also discussed issues such as: 

-Actions and concrete measures of the institutions, with the aim of decreasing the traffic 

accidents in the roads of Kosovo; 

-Difficulties in the provision of emergency services in case of road and railway accidents; 

-Role of the driving schools on the proper training of young drivers and the impact of 

media on sensitizing drivers to eliminate road deaths as a consequence of accidents. 



Muhamed Krasniqi from College “Tempulli”, qualified the road safety as alarming, by 

adding that accidents with injured and victims are common. 

While, Colonel Sheremet Ahmeti from the Kosovo Police, said that this institution is 

committed in the provision of the safety for the citizens of Kosovo. He said that the 

months: June, July and August marked a high number of accidents with fatality. 

Lieutenant-colonel Afrim Veseli from nga MKSF said that KSFs are not the first link to 

provide safety in the road. However, he said that they possess a big fleet of vehicles that 

are participants in the traffic and their contribution in this direction is that these vehicles 

are technically in order.  

 

CALL FOR EXTRA CAUTION DURING TRAFFIC MOVEMENT ON THE START OF NEW 

SCHOOL YEAR 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prishtine, 28 August 2018 

According to official data of the Kosovo Police, in the period January-July 2017, 71 people 

died from traffic accidents and over 7206 others were injured. 

Given the high traffic risk, this summer's accidents, but also the beginning of the school 

year where traffic becomes denser and consequently, more unsafe for children, the 

Kosovo Police, the College of Applied Technical Sciences Tempulli and the Kosovo 

Association of Motorization AMRKS, call on all traffic participants for extracaution , while 

driving on the road. This call, for increased road safety is aimed at all motor vehicle 

drivers, to be vigilant during their movement on the road  and to act by respecting the 

rules and traffic signs in entirety and to be cautious and responsible regarding the 

presence and the movement of other traffic participants . Caution should be increased, 

especially in school environments, in order to increase child safety on the route from 

home to school and vice versa. Caution and added attention is required from the children 

when crossing the street and during their movement in groups. 

Owing to the lack of proper education of children's correct traffic behaviour, experts from 

these institutions provide some guidance and recommendations with concrete measures 

for parents and children on the eve of the start of the new school year, based on current 

research conducted with pupils of the local schools regarding child safety on the street: 

- -Parents are advised to always accompany children under the age of 10 from 

home to school and vice versa, except when the school is located in the vicinity 

and the children will not have to cross any roads. 



- -Parents should ensure that their children know the road safety rules and make 

sure that they know the traffic signs that are set for them. 

- -Accompanying children from home to school and vice versa should be done 

unless parents ensure that children know the route sufficiently and fully 

practice the instructions by moving safely.  

- -Parents should instruct the children to use the same route every day and avoid 

shortcuts and unnecessary intersections, parking lots, etc. 

- -Children should have comfortable clothing to move freely (not clothing that 

restricts their movement). Preferably, fluorescent strips (bright) should be 

placed on children's backpacks or on their clothes in order to be easily noticed 

by other participants in the traffic. 

- -Instruct and teach children not to move on the road between parked vehicles, 

construction sites or other obstacles on the road. 

- -Parents are advised to provide the correct schedule of the start and end of the 

lessons by the teacher or guardian and daily monitor the time and safety of the 

child's movement. 

- -Always instruct and teach your children that during the crossing, they should 

always check both sides of the road before crossing to the other side of the road. 

The road shouldnot be crossed even when the traffic lights indicate the signal for 

free passage, without looking at both sides of the road again and after making 

sure then they can cross to the other side of the road. 

- -Children should be instructed and taught not to stop on the road and if they feel 

unsafe to seek help from adults. 

- -Parents should ensure that the transport of their children from home to school 

and vice versa is done regularly and safely by licensed minibuses and other motor 

vehicles.  

Finally, all the parents are kindly asked not to block the school entrances with 

their vehicles, when accompanying their children. Parents are instructed to park their 

vehicles away from school and walk to the school, on the contrary, in addition to 

blocking roads in the school vicinity, they will accidentally put the pupils' safety at 

risk. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE CENTRAL MANIFESTATION WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE FIFTH EDITION 

OF THE “ROAD SAFETY” ACTIVITY 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pristina, 12 May 2017 

The College of Applied Technical Sciences "Tempulli" and Kosovo Association of 

Motorization  "AMRKS" in  cooperation  with  the  Ministry of Science,  Education  and 

Technology and with the support from Council for Safety on Road Traffic, Kosovo Police, 

Municipality of Prishtina, Kosovo Forum for Road Safety, organized the traditional 

competitions of students with bicycles regarding traffic knowledge for the fifth time. This 

year the national competition ‘’Road Safety’’ was attended by pupils from primary and 

lower secondary school from 16 municipalities of the Republic of Kosovo. 

During this activity, pupils from primary and lower secondary school showed their skills 

in bicycle riding. At the same time, through support and activities for the SaveLives 

#SlowDown campaign, they sought more road safety and full obedience of traffic signs 

and rules. 

At the opening of this event, a keynote speech was delivered by - Director of “Tempulli” 
College, Mr. Burim Krasniqi - Acting Director of the Council for Safety on Road Traffic - 

Ministry of Infrastructure, Mr. Besim Hasani – President of the Olympic Committee of 

Kosovo.



KOSOVO MARKS THE FOURTH UN GLOBAL ROAD SAFETY WEEK 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prishtina, 8-14 May 2017 

The Fourth UN Global Road Safety Week has been marked from 8-14 May 2017. 

The Week has been focused on speed and what can be done to address this key risk factor 

for road traffic deaths and injuries. Speed contributes to around one-third of all fatal road 

traffic crashes in high-income countries, and up to half in low- and middle-income 

countries. 

The activities for marking the Fourth UN Global Road Safety Week in the Republic of 

Kosovo have been organized by all institutions of the country which have a mandate and 

deal with the traffic safety issues such as: Council for Safety on Road Traffic, Ministry of 

Education, Science and Technology, Kosovo Police, Kosovo Forum for Road Safety, 

College of Applied Technical Sciences “Tempulli”, OSCE and Kosovo Association of 

Motorization “AMRKS”. 
The agenda of weekly activities in Kosovo can be found below: 

7 May 2017 (Sunday), at 10:00, at the “Zahir Pajaziti” square - Press Conference for 

launching the weekly activities within the Fourth UN Global Road Safety Week. 

8 May 2017 (Monday) - Interviews will be conducted in all electronic and written media, 

where in addition to discussing the history of this day, the current state of road safety in 

Kosovo will also be discussed and the measures to be taken in order to improve the road 

safety movement. 

10 May 2017 (Wednesday)- Distribution of colouring books "How to move safely on the 

road".



11 May 2017 (Thursday), in Mental Health Centre – Prishtina and SOS village – Lecture 

on road safety. 

12 May 2017 (Friday), at 12:00, at the “Zahir Pajaziti” square- Prishtina - The Central 

Manifestation within the Fifth Edition of the traditional activity "Road Safety", where 

lower primary and secondary school students show their skills in riding a bicycle. 

13 May 2017 (Saturday) - Development of surveys in different regions with drivers of 

motor vehicles, in order to evaluate their knowledge of the constituent elements of motor 

vehicles. 

14 May 2017 (Sunday), at 10:00, at the “Zahir Pajaziti” square - Press Conference for 

closing the activities. 
 

 

THE SECOND NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ROAD SAFETY "IDENTIFYING THE 

SAFETY OF STUDENT`S MOVEMENT FROM HOME TO SCHOOL AND VICE VERSA" 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Today, the College "Tempulli" organized the Second National Conference on Road Safety 

"Identifying the safety of student`s movement from home to school and vice versa". 

Panellists at the conference included representatives from the Ministry of Education, 

Science and Technology, Ministry of Infrastructure, Kosovo Police, College "Tempulli", the 

OSCE and the Kosovo Forum for Road Safety. 

During the Conference was published the research with the same title, which was 

developed with primary and lower secondary schools from different municipalities of the 

Republic of Kosovo, selection of which was done by the Ministry of Education, Science 

and Technology. 

According to the panellists, with this research was found a very good sample in order to 

make responsible institutions reflect on road safety. 

The research in question is a contribution of work and cooperation of the College 

"Tempulli" with the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology, Kosovo Police, 

Kosovo Association of Motorization "AMRKS" and Kosovo Forum for Road Safety. 
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